A look at the face of the molten globule: structural model of the Helicobacter pylori apoflavodoxin ensemble at acidic pH
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ABSTRACT: Molten globule (MG) is the name given to a compact, non-native conformation of proteins that has stimulated the
imagination and work in the protein folding field for more than 40 years. The MG has been proposed to play a central role in the
folding reaction and in important cell functions, and to be related to the onset of misfolding diseases. Due to its inherent intractability to high-resolution studies, atomistic structural models have not yet been obtained. We present here an integrative atomistic model of the MG formed at acidic pH by the apoflavodoxin from the human pathogen Helicobacter pylori. This MG has been previously shown to exhibit the archetypical expansion, spectroscopic and thermodynamic features of a molten conformation. To obtain the
model, we have analyzed the stability of WT and 55 apoflavodoxin mutants to derive experimental equilibrium Φ values that have
been used in biased molecular dynamics simulations to convert the native conformation into a MG ensemble. The ensemble has
been refined to reproduce the experimental hydrodynamic radius and circular dichroism (CD) spectrum. The refined ensemble,
deposited in PDB-Dev, successfully explains the characteristic 1H-NMR and near-UV CD spectral features of the MG as well as its
unfolding ΔSASA. This integrative model of a MG will help to understand the energetics and roles of these elusive conformations
in protein folding and misfolding. Interestingly, the apoflavodoxin MG is structurally unrelated to previously described partly unfolded conformations of this protein, exemplifying that equilibrium MGs need not to reflect the properties of kinetic intermediates.

INTRODUCTION
The molten globule (MG)1–4 is a partially unfolded conformation adopted by many natively folded proteins either transiently during the folding reaction or at equilibrium in solution
conditions where the native conformation is weakened (e.g.
acidic pH or moderate denaturant concentration). Besides,
many intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) adopt molten
globule-like conformations at physiological conditions.5,6 Over
the years, the MGs of many proteins have been characterized
using a combination of spectroscopic, hydrodynamic, thermodynamic and simulation techniques.7–17 The consensus view of
the MG describes a compact conformation rich in secondary
structure but lacking the precise and persistent tertiary interactions that, in natively folded proteins, bring together distant
parts of the polypeptide. In MGs, apolar residues are more
exposed to the solvent than in native proteins, which explains
both their convenient detection by apolar fluorescent probes
and their fastidious tendency to aggregate. Although dynamic
information and structural detail continues to be obtained for
some classical MG-forming proteins,18 their high conformational heterogeneity has so far precluded their crystallization
and has significantly hampered NMR studies. Despite this lack
of structural information, MGs have been attributed a central
role in the protein folding landscape,4,19–29 have been shown to
be involved in important cell functions,30–34 and have been
associated to human diseases35–41. Yet, recent reviews18,42
stress the facts that quantitative descriptions of MG folding
energetics are scarce, and that arriving to atomistic models of
MGs structures remains an unaccomplished challenge.

The flavodoxin (Fld) from Helicobacter pylori (Hp), a
pathogenic bacteria responsible for gastritis and gastric ulcers,43 is an essential protein44,45 which is being targeted for
the development of Hp-specific antimicrobials.46–48 The crystal
structures of the holo44 and apo49 forms are known, and both
forms have been extensively characterized in terms of protein
stability and cofactor binding. In particular, the apo form50,51 is
natively folded between pH 5−9 but, as previously observed
for other flavodoxins (e.g. that from Anabaena PCC7119),52 it
adopts a MG conformation at acidic pH. The earlier discovered MG of Anabaena PCC7119 apoFld aggregates52 and only
limited structural information could be obtained of it from the
study of a monomeric truncated variant,53,54 using equilibrium
Φ-analysis55. These early studies pointed to an overall and
marked debilitation of the native interactions. In advantageous
contrast, the MG formed by Hp apoFld at acidic pH is monomeric, it has been extensively characterized,50,51 displays a
simple two-state unfolding equilibrium and constitutes a much
more promising model to try and obtain detailed structural
information. As for other MGs previously studied, efforts to
crystallize the Hp apoFld MG have failed (not shown), and its
1
H-NMR spectrum shows typical signal broadening and low
resolution.51 However, taking advantage of the easy engineering, expression and purification of Hp Fld, and of the monomeric nature, simple unfolding equilibrium, and high solubility of its acidic MG, we apply here a combination of protein
engineering, equilibrium Φ-analysis, and molecular simulation
that allows us to propose a conformational ensemble consistent with all the available observables.50,51 To that end, the
conformational stability of wild-type (WT) Hp apoFld and 55

purposely designed variants has been determined in solution
conditions in which virtually all protein molecules populate
either the native or the MG conformation. Then, the Φ values
obtained from equilibrium Φ-analysis53,55 have been used in
biased molecular dynamics (BMD) simulations 56,57 to transform the native structure of the protein into an initial ensemble
of MG conformations, which has been refined to be consistent
with the known hydrodynamic radius and far UV CD spectrum of the MG, as well as with the diverse spectroscopic and
thermodynamic data so far reported.50,51 Classical unbiased
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations at pH 2 have also been
performed to explore the feasibility of alternatively deriving
the MG structure from relaxation of the native conformation
dominant at pH 7.
RESULTS
Stability of Native and MG Apoflavodoxin Variants. The
conformational stability of WT Hp apoFld and 55 point mutants (Table 1) has been determined at either pH 7 or pH 2 by
urea denaturation, following the change in emission fluorescence in the near-UV. The unfolding curves recorded for the
native conformations at pH 7 are reported in Figure S1 and the
calculated stability of the variants in Table S1. The mutants
were designed to break interactions present in the native state
and, as expected, most of them are less stable than the WT
protein. Only two mutants, I49A and Q61A, are significantly
more stable. In I49A, the mutation removes a side chain in van
der Waals contact with W155, one of the two tryptophan residues in the protein. In the absence of repacking, this mutation
would have created a cavity of 66 Å3, which could have destabilized the protein by around 3 kcal/mol.58 However, the unfolding curve shows the fluorescence emission of this mutant
is quenched relative to that of WT, suggesting that side chain
repacking has occurred near W155, which might be related to
the stabilization observed. In Q61A, the wild-type glutamine,
fully buried according to ProtSA,59 is replaced by an alanine,
aiming to create a destabilising cavity. However, replacement
of buried glutamines by apolar residues has been previously
associated to thermostabilisation,60 which in this mutation
appears to be the dominant effect.
The unfolding curves recorded for the MG conformations
at pH 2 are reported in Figure S2 Importantly, no protein aggregation was observed for any of the mutants at the denaturant concentrations used to record the unfolding curves. The
calculated stability of the variants is reported in Table S1. For
all mutants, the MG is significantly less stable than the corresponding native conformation. On the other hand, while at pH
7 most mutants are less stable than native WT, at pH 2 there is
a more even distribution of stabilities around that of MG WT.
Three mutants (K21A, S23A and R151A) stand out as more
stable than WT. In two of them (K21A and R151A) basic
residues that in the native structure are located in an α-helix
close to salt bridges (E20-K24 and E150-K154, respectively)
are replaced by alanines. Assuming some helical conformation
remains in the concerned segments of the MG, disruption of
the salt bridges at pH 2 due to protonation of the acidic residues involved will allow the basic residues K24 and K154 to
exert repulsion on K21 and R151, respectively. The K21A and
R151A mutants would be more stable than WT at pH 2 because they would not experience the indicated repulsions. The
higher stability of the third mutant, S23A, could arise from a
combination of the generally superior α-helix stabilizing char-

acter of alanine residues61,62 and the specific destabilizing low
solvent accessibility of Ser23, as per ProtSA59 calculation.
MG Apoflavodoxin in Φ values. Obtaining structural information of partially unfolded conformations of proteins is challenging. A useful approach is Φ-analysis,63 which was developed to characterize transition states of protein folding and has
been applied to the characterization of equilibrium intermediates.53,55 The method determines the extent to which an interaction established by a residue in a folded conformation of
known three-dimensional structure remains formed in an alternative conformation in equilibrium with the folded one.
Using site-directed mutagenesis, a probe residue is replaced by
a shorter one (often alanine) incapable of establishing the
interaction probed. Then, the changes in the folding free energies of the two conformations analysed are determined and a
Φ value is calculated. We have used the data in Table S1 to
calculate, through Eq. 1, equilibrium Φ values (Table 1) probing the integrity in the MG of each of the interactions broken
in the native structure by the mutations described in Table 1.
ΔΔ𝐺 MG

Φ = ΔΔ𝐺wt−mut
native
wt−mut

(1)

MG
In Eq. 1, ΔΔGwt−mut
is the unfolding free energy difference of WT MG minus that of a mutant MG, and
native
ΔΔGwt−mut
is the unfolding free energy difference of the WT
native conformation minus that of the same mutant. A Φ value
of 1 indicates that the interaction probed by the mutation is
fully retained in MG (i.e. the mutated side chain is in a nativelike region of MG) while a Φ value of 0 indicates the interaction is totally lost (i.e. the mutated side chain is in a completely unfolded region of MG). Fractional Φ values between 0 and
1 can be interpreted as indicating that the interaction is lost in
a 1-Φ fraction of molecules, or that it is debilitated in all the
molecules to the fraction of its initial value indicated by the Φ
value. As previously explained,55 we favour the latter interpretation for highly structured intermediates, but the former one
seems more realistic for ensembles with significant conformational heterogeneity such as the Hp apoFld MG. On the other
hand, Φ values outside the 0-1 interval are indicative of the
substitution in the MG of native interactions by non-native
ones.

Table 1. Structural and thermodynamic description of mutations implemented in Hp apoFld.
∆∆G (kcal/mol)b
Residue

I6
F7
T10
D11
S12
E16
I18
A19
E20
K21
S23
A25
I26
E30
S38
E40
N43
F45
K47
I49
L50
T54
L60
Q61
D63
L68
T70
D75
I81
V84
L86
D88

Structure
Element

β1
β1
loop→α1
loop→α1
loop→α1
α1
α1
α1
α1
α1
α1
α1
α1
β2
α2
α2
α2
loop→β3
β3
β3
β3
β3
loop→α3
α3
α3
α3
α3
α3
β4
β4
β4
loop→α4

∆SASA
(Å2)a

0.0
0.0
28.9
97.3
109.5
54.6
1.1
0.0
50.4
54.2
19.6
69.5
23.5
34.0
60.2
100.4
70.6
4.6
27.7
0.0
0.0
28.3
5.2
1.7
44.4
10.7
92.0
14.4
0.0
0.0
10.3
25.5

H-bond/Salt Bridge Partner
Residue (atom)

G13(N)
Q61(NE2)
N14(N)

van der Waals Contacts (<4 Å)

A19/S23
Q41/F42/F45
F8
Q61
F8
E141/T148
I6/V31
V31

D149(DO1)
A29/V31
V156
I4/F163
G2(N)
Q41(N)
D75(OD1)/K79(NZ)

L86(O)/G99(N)
D11(OD1)/D63(N/OD2)/W64(N)
Q61(NE2)

E40/Q41
S38/K39
K39/F42
F7/E30/S44
T46/T80/F163/A164
I22/V84/W155/F163
F42/V48/W64/F76/I81/L83/I103
G58/D59/A97/E98
A52/W64/L68/I103
P53
A35
L60/F76/K106
L71

N43(ND2)/E72(N)

T91(OG1,N)/N143(ND2)/D90(N)

L50/F76/K79/L83
I22/I49/V51/W155
N14
D142

Contacting Elements

α1
α2/loop→β3
β1
α3
α1
β1
loop→α5/α5
β1/β2
β2
α5
β2
α5
β1/α5
loop→s1
α2
α2
α2/α3/β4
β1/β2/loop→s3
β3/β4/loop→C-ter
α1/β4/α5
α2/β3/α3/β4/α4
β4/α4
β3/α3/α4
loop→α1/α3/β3
α3/β2
loop→α3/α3/α4
α3
α2/α3
β3/α3
α1/β3/α5
α1
loop→α4/loop→α5

Mutation

I6A
F7A
T10A
D11A
S12A
E16A
I18A
A19G
E20A
K21A
S23A
A25G
I26V
E30A
S38A
E40A
N43A
F45A
K47A
I49A
L50A
T54A
L60A
Q61A
D63A
L68A
T70A
D75A
I81A
V84A
L86A
D88A

pH 2

pH 7

(MG)

(native)

−0.23±0.06
−0.23±0.05
−0.30±0.05
0.46±0.07
−0.10±0.04
0.30±0.05
0.45±0.06
−0.24±0.03
0.43±0.04
−0.91±0.07
−0.74±0.05
0.67±0.04
0.28±0.06
0.19±0.08
0.29±0.06
−0.03±0.04
−0.28±0.06
−0.22±0.04
0.26±0.08
−0.26±0.07
−0.17±0.05
−0.12±0.04
−0.05±0.03
−0.42±0.04
−0.17±0.08
0.71±0.06
−0.25±0.04
0.05±0.06
−0.17±0.04
0.16±0.03
0.16±0.03
−0.35±0.04

0.26±0.02
0.27±0.02
−0.02±0.02
−0.05±0.11
0.08±0.02
−0.10±0.09
2.42±0.03
5.14±0.03
0.35±0.04
2.07±0.02
−0.12±0.05
1.38±0.07
1.57±0.11
1.23±0.20
2.13±0.13
0.08±0.11
0.84±0.12
0.12±0.08
1.54±0.05
−0.91±0.09
0.71±0.02
2.32±0.09
2.46±0.04
−0.82±0.03
1.63±0.18
3.19±0.13
0.87±0.32
3.63±0.11
0.41±0.03
4.33±0.05
3.83±0.09
1.12±0.12

Φ valuec

d
d
d
e
d
d

0.18±0.02
e

1.23±0.18
e
e

0.48±0.04
0.18±0.04
0.15±0.07
0.14±0.03
d
e
d

0.17±0.05
0.29±0.08
e

0
0
0.51±0.05
0
0.22±0.02
e

0
e

0
0
e

Q89
S93
T95
T95
E98
I100
Y104
E105
Q115
T116
Y121
S126
V129
E141
Q144
T148
T148
T148
D149
R151
I152
V156
V159

loop→α4
loop→α4
loop→α4
loop→α4
loop→α4
α4
α4
α4
loop→α5
β6a
loop→α5
loop→α5
β6b
loop→α5
loop→α5
α5
α5
α5
α5
α5
α5
α5
α5

0.6
36.3
18.9
18.9
16.1
0.2
16.1
63.2
37.1
20.8
16.6
17.7
47.1
41.7
12.7
2.2
2.2
2.2
84.8
16.4
5.8
10.1
1.3

H122(N)/D140(OD2)
E124(N)

K127(N)
E130(OE1)
K108(NZ)
V112(N)
V138(C)
A128(N)
T148(OG1)
R151(NH1,NH2)/G120(O)
E141(OE1)
E141(OE1)
E141(OE1)
K21(NZ)
OE1(Q144)

loop→α4/ loop→α5
loop→α5
loop→α4

D90/Y121/N143/Q144
F123/E124
Y92 /E98
Y92 /E98
T95
V135
K108
F101
K133
W155
F96/Y121/F134/Q144/R151

loop→α4/loop→α5
β6c
α4/β6b
α4
β5/β6c
α5
loop→α4/loop→α5/s6c/α5
β6c
β6c
α1/loop→α5
loop→α4/loop→α5/α5
α1/loop→α5

F134
I18/I139/D145
Q89/Y121/H122
I18/I139/E141/I152
I18/I139/E141/I152
I18/I139/E141/I152

α1
loop/loop→α5
α5
α1
α5

Y121/I139/Q144/L147
T148
A25/I26
W155/F163

Q89A
S93A
T95A
T95S
E98A
I100A
Y104F
E105A
Q115A
T116A
Y121F
S126A
V129A
E141A
Q144A
T148A
T148S
T148V
D149A
R151A
I152A
V156A
V159A

−0.11±0.06
−0.25±0.06
−0.04±0.06
−0.15±0.04
−0.14±0.04
0.47±0.04
−0.29±0.04
0.07±0.05
−0.14±0.04
0.01±0.05
−0.17±0.05
−0.11±0.06
0.23±0.12
−0.08±0.05
−0.41±0.05
0.22±0.07
−0.04±0.05
−0.07±0.05
−0.04±0.04
−0.72±0.07
−0.05±0.04
0.09±0.04
0.01±0.05

1.20±0.03
0.63±0.05
1.50±0.08
−0.07±0.06
1.31±0.13
4.01±0.08
1.59±0.25
0.48±0.34
1.26±0.21
2.72±0.18
2.26±0.06
3.30±0.02
1.87±0.15
1.80±0.10
2.23±0.15
3.50±0.04
−0.26±0.05
2.08±0.33
1.30±0.10
3.24±0.15
0.75±0.07
3.05±0.11
4.55±0.03

a

Solvent accessible surface area difference (∆SASA) calculated with the ProtSA server 59 as the SASA in the folded structure minus the mean SASA in the unfolded ensemble.

b

∆∆G errors calculated as δΔΔG = √(δΔGwt )2 + (δΔGmut )2.

c

Φ values calculated as ∆∆GMG/∆∆Gnative. Errors calculated as: δ(Φ) = Φ × √(

d

δΔΔGMG 2

δΔΔGnative

ΔΔGMG

ΔΔGnative

) +(

Non reliable Φ value due to small ∆∆G native.
Φ-value outside the 0-1 range, indicative of formation of non-native interactions in MG.
f
Non reliable Φ value due to its high relative error.
e

2

0
e

0
d

0
0.12±0.01
e

0.15±0.15f
0
0
0
0
0.12±0.06
0

) . Thirteen very small negative values, i.e. –0.11 ≤ Φ ≤ 0, have been rounded to Φ = 0.

e

0
d

0
0
e

0
0
0

Figure 1. Distribution of stability effects and Φ values along the sequence and structure of Hp apoFld, and schematic structure of the MG
obtained from equilibrium φ-analysis. (a) Distribution of canonical Φ values (filled black circles), excluding non-reliable values and those
indicative of non-native interactions. Very small negative Φ values, assimilated to Φ = 0 are also shown. A linear representation of the
main elements of secondary structure along the sequence is shown at the top of the panel. (b) Distribution of changes in free energy of
unfolding (WT minus mutant) in the Hp apoFld MG (filled blue circles), and in the native conformation (open circles). (c) Ribbon drawing
of the apoflavodoxin native structure displaying the colour-coded Φ values of the different residues probed as indicated by the colour scale
at the bottom (red: native interactions totally lost; green: native interactions totally retained). For non-probed residues, the ribbon colour is
pale blue for the N-terminal half of the protein (residues 1−82) and grey for the C-terminal half (residues 83−164). (d) Schematic structure
of the MG showing integrity and presence of native-like interactions (debilitated) in the elements of secondary structure and loops: persistence of debilitated native-like interactions (green), complete disruption of native interactions (red), formation of non-native interactions
(purple), regions not probed (white). (e) Ribbon drawing showing the native structure color-coded as in D (top): the two helical layers
(bottom left) and the central β-sheet (bottom right) are represented separately.

Ten mutations produced small changes |ΔΔGwt−mut | ≤
0.3 kcal/mol) in both the stability of the native and MG conformations (I6A, F7A, T10A, S12A, E16A, E40A, F45A,
T95S, T148S) or displayed a particularly high relative error

(E105A). The Φ values calculated for those ten mutations are
not reliable and will not be further considered. Thirteen mutations yielded reliable Φ values that fell outside the canonical
0-1 interval, and they are indicative of formation of non-native

interactions in the MG. Eleven of them (A19G, K21A, N43A,
L50A, T70A, I81A, D88A, S93A, Y104F, Q144A, R151A)
destabilized significantly the native conformation but stabilized the MG by at least 0.15 kcal/mol leading to negative Φ
values. Two of them hardly modified the stability of native
apoflavodoxin but significantly stabilized (D11A) or destabilized (S23A) the MG leading to very large Φ values. The
additional thirty-two mutations gave canonical Φ values between 0 and 1. They include thirteen very small negative values, i.e. ǀΦǀ ≤ 0.11, that will be considered to indicate full
disruption of the probed interaction, i.e. Φ = 0. The thirty-two
canonical Φ values, the location of the corresponding probe
residues in the secondary structure elements as well as in the
tridimensional structure of the native conformation, and the
distribution of changes in free energy of unfolding
ΔΔGwt−mut in both the native and MG Hp apoFld conformations are shown in Figure 1a-c. A detailed analysis of the
likely structural meaning of the thirty-two canonical and thirteen non-canonical but reliable Φ values is presented in the SI
Qualitative Structure of the Hp apoFld MG section, from
which a preliminary schematic structure of the MG can be
proposed (Figure 1d and 1e). Essentially, the MG appears to
retain an organization in three layers, with the packing of the
α1α5 layer onto the central β-sheet being mostly native-like
(although much debilitated) and that of the α2α3α4 layer mostly non-native. The loops, including the FMN binding loops
and the extra loop of long-chain flavodoxins, appear to be
either disordered or mostly engaged in non-native interactions.
Thus, equilibrium Φ-analysis reveals persistence of secondary
structural elements in the MG, which agrees with the reported
preservation50,51 of a far-UV CD spectrum with a significant
helical content, albeit much reduced compared to the native
conformation. This schematic structure is illustrative of the
overall MG topology but it does not constitute the atomistic
model needed to perform a quantitative comparison with the
reported MG observables. To be able to do that comparison,
the 32 experimentally determined canonical Φ values have
been used to drive the transformation of the apoflavodoxin
native structure into an ensemble of conformations representative of the MG.
Biased MD Simulations Transforming the Native Conformation into a MG Ensemble. BMD simulations56,57,64,65 have
been performed to progressively drive the starting Hp apoFld
conformation (PDB ID 2BMV)49 toward satisfying the experimental Φ values. Along the biased dynamics, residue Φ values have been computed as fractions of native contacts.57
Three simulation sets (named side chain heavy atoms, whole
side chain and all-atom) of 21 independent replicas each have
generated reaction coordinates leading the computed Φ values
to closely match those determined experimentally (Figure
S3a1-a3 and Table S2). The radius of gyration and RMSD
plots (Figure S3b1-b3 and S3c1-c3, respectively) for the metatrajectories built for each set combining the last nanosecond
(ns) of the simulated replicas are indicative of the conformational heterogeneity in the generated structures. The correspondence between experimental and computed Φ values from
a representative replica of the all-atom simulation set is shown
in Figure 2, where the stability of the calculated Φ values
during the last ns of the trajectory is illustrated. For subsequent analyses, each replica has been represented by the centroid structure obtained from the last ns of the corresponding
trajectory (see SI Materials and Methods). In this way, ensembles encompassing the 21 representative structures of each

of the three simulation sets have been constructed. To assess
whether those ensembles capture well the experimentally
determined geometric and spectroscopic properties of the MG,
we have computed on them a number of experimentally reported features. They include the far-UV CD spectrum, the
hydrodynamic radius, the change in SASA upon unfolding,
and the fluctuations near aromatic or near aliphatic residues
that may contribute, respectively, to the disappearance of
native fingerprints in the near UV-CD and in the 1H-NMR
spectra.66,67 For all the above properties, the all-atom ensemble
has provided the best matching between calculated and observed properties, so it will be described and discussed in
more detail. Data obtained for the two other ensembles (whole
side chain and side chain heavy atoms) are shown in Tables
S2-S8, and in Figures S3-S5, either separately or together with
data from the all-atom ensemble.
In the all-atom ensemble, the native helices and strands
appear significantly shortened, albeit to different extents (Figure 3a). The central β-sheet remains formed but it shows a
rather homogeneous debilitation, which is more evident towards the protein C-terminus. There, the three short strands
(β6a-c) of the long loop that intercalates in strand β5, plus the
second segment of this strand (β5b) are more debilitated than
preceding strands β1-β5a. On the other hand, the helical layer
formed by helices α2, α3 and α4 is quite homogeneously destabilised, with the individual helices retaining 32-40 % of
their initial residues (Figure 3a). Helix α3 encompasses two
helical stretches (α3a and α3b) in the native protein, of which
α3b appears unfolded in the ensemble. In contrast with the
previous two layers, the helical layer comprising helices α1
and α5 is inhomogeneously destabilised, with a strong persistence of most of helix α1 (90 %) and a severe destabilisation
of α5 (15 % persistence). On average, around 40 % of the
residues populating either helices or strands in the native apoflavodoxin conformation are still populating the original secondary structure elements in the all-atom MG ensemble (Figure 3a).
This ensemble has been refined to fit the far-UV CD experimental spectrum of the MG which, together with the spectrum of the native conformation, is shown in Figure 3b and 3c.
The shapes of native and MG experimental spectra are dissimilar, possibly due to aromatic side chain contributions to the
native spectrum in the 205−215 nm region,68 which would be
absent in the MG.50,51 In any case, the CD signals of either
spectrum at 222 nm, essentially due to helical contributions,
clearly indicate that the MG helical content is significantly
lower than that of the native conformation. To assess whether
the all-atom ensemble captures the observed far UV CD spectrum of the MG, we have calculated, using the PDBMD2CD
server,69 the CD spectra of the 21 ensemble conformations. On
the other hand, to eliminate potential contributions of aromatic
residues to the shape of the native spectrum, a theoretical
spectrum of the native conformation has also been calculated
from the X-ray structure in the same way. The calculated
spectra of the native conformation and of the all-atom ensemble conformations are compared in Figure 3b and 3c with the
corresponding experimental spectra. The MG reduced secondary structure content (see assignments given by DSSP70 in
Table S3) is clearly captured by the 21 conformations of the
all-atom ensemble, all of which display a lower helical content
than the native conformation. As the secondary structure content varies notably among the 21 conformations, we have used
the RMSD between the experimental and the calculated CD

spectra as a criterion to identify the 10 best-matching conformations. The RMSD of the 10 selected structures range from
0.23 to 0.5 ∆ε units, while those of the 10-best matching ones
from the alternative BMD ensembles (whole side chain and
side chain heavy atoms) are higher (0.51-0.74 ∆ε units and

0.37-0.78 ∆ε units, respectively, Figure S5a and S5b). The 10
best conformations so identified in the all-atom ensemble
constitute the all-atom-10 ensemble (Figure 3c). This ensemble, as will be shown, explains well the properties of the MG.

Figure 2. Comparison of calculated Φ values with experimentally determined ones. Experimental vs. calculated comparison of Φ values for
residues used as restraints in the BMD simulations is shown for one replica of the all-atom set of simulations. The sequence of the protein
is shown at the bottom, with the mutated residues indicated with small asterisks. Orange bars represent the averages (with their SD) along
the last nanosecond (ns) simulated. Blue circles indicate the experimental Φ values (see Table 1). The inset depicts the average of calculated Φ values compared with the average of the experimental ones (big asterisk), the RMSD of calculated vs. experimental Φ values, and the
correlation between them along the last ns of the BMD trajectory. These plots reflect the stability of the calculated Φ values and the good
matching between them and the experimental ones.

MGs are expanded conformations compared to native
ones71 and the hydrodynamic radius (Rh) is a suitable property
to assess molecular expansion. In previous work, the R h of
native and MG Hp apoFld were determined,51 confirming that
this MG is an expanded conformation. To evaluate whether
the all-atom-10 ensemble can reproduce the reported expansion, the self-diffusion coefficient of the 10 structures, as well
as that of the native conformation (PDB ID 2BMV), have been
calculated with the program HYDROPRO v.1072,73 (Table S4)
and used to obtain the corresponding Rh, as described.51 Comparison of the Rh calculated for the native structure (20.4 Å)
with the experimental one (18.8 Å) suggests HYDROPRO
v.10 calculations slightly overestimate the hydrodynamic radii.

Therefore, the representativeness of the all-atom-10 ensemble
can be best assessed comparing the increase in R h associated
to the transformation of the native conformation into the MG,
rather than directly comparing the actual Rh values. The experimental data indicates that the hydrodynamic radius of
native Hp apoFld increases by 9.6 % in the MG, which compares well with the calculated average increase of 8.4 ± 0.4 %
obtained for the all-atom-10 ensemble (Table S4). The two
alternative BMD ensembles considered show worse agreements (whole side chain, 6.9 ± 0.4 % Rh increase; side chain
heavy atoms, 6.7 ± 0.3 % Rh increase) as they consist of more
compact conformations (Figure S3b1-b3).

Figure 3. Secondary structure and predicted vs. experimental far-UV CD spectra of the all-atom MG ensembles. (a) Persistence of native
secondary structure in the BMD all-atom MG ensemble depicted as fractions of residues in secondary structure elements of the native
structure (PDB ID 2BMV49 minimized) that remain forming the same elements in the MG ensemble. Fractions are shown correlatively for
each of the 21 conformations in the ensemble as thin bars (pale blue for α-helices; pale green for β-strands) over the specified secondary
structure element. The average fraction in the ensemble (±SE) for each secondary structure element is given on top of it. Overall α-helix
and β-strand average fractions are highlighted with a gray box background. Secondary structure assignments were made by the DSSP
program.70 (b) Far-UV CD profiles predicted by the PDBMD2CD server69 for the 21 conformations in the BMD all-atom MG ensemble
(thin light blue lines) compared to the Hp apoFld experimental spectrum at pH 2 (thick blue line).51 The calculated far-UV CD profile of
the minimized Hp apoFld structure (native, thin red line) and the experimental spectrum of the native structure at pH 7 (thick red line)51 are
also depicted for comparison. As the experimental spectrum of the native conformation at pH 7 may contain contributions from aromatic
residues that alter the shape of the spectrum, the spectrum calculated for the minimized native conformation, rather than the experimental
native spectrum, should be taken as the reference to compare with the MG data. (c) Same comparison as in B but showing only the 10
predicted CD profiles (all-atom-10 ensemble, thin light blue lines) best-matching the experimental spectrum (thick blue line). The best
matching conformation of this sub-ensemble is shown in cartoon representation. RMSDs (in ∆ε units) for the 10 best-matching predicted
CD profiles (i.e. those with the lowest RMSD vs. the experimental one of the Hp apoFld MG) range from 0.23 to 0.50.

On the other hand, the study of Hp apoFld stability as a
function of pH using urea denaturation and the linear extrapolation method (LEM)74 revealed a large difference between the
m value (proportionality constant between change in unfolding
free energy and denaturant concentration) for the native protein (m = 2,150 ± 50 cal/(mol×M)) and that for the MG (m =

1,330 ± 40 cal/(mol×M)).51 As m values are linearly related to
the increase in solvent exposure (ΔSASA) that takes place as
the protein unfolds,75 the agreement of the all-atom-10 and the
other MG ensembles with the experimental m values can be
evaluated by comparing ΔSASAs derived from m values with
ΔSASAs directly calculated59 on the structures. Considering

that the linear relationship obtained by Myers et al. (m = 368 +
0.11×ΔSASA, with R = 0.90, m in cal/(mol×M) and ΔSASA
in Å2) was based on unrealistic fully-extended unfolded conformations,75, we have first computed for the same protein
dataset realistic values of unfolded SASAs using the ProtSA
server.59 Then, we have obtained an equivalent upgraded relationship: m = 362(±137) + 0.16(±0.01)×ΔSASA (R = 0.90; see
details in Table S9 and Figure S6a), from which the ∆SASA of
native Hp apoFld has been calculated at 11,203 (±2,205) Å2
and that of the MG at 6,065 (±1,669) Å2. The ΔSASA computed with ProtSA for the native conformation, 10,482 Å2
(Table S5), agrees within experimental error with that derived
from the m value. Out of the different MG ensembles analyzed, the averaged ΔSASA computed for the all-atom-10 MG
ensemble (8,652 Å2) is the one closer to that derived from the
experimental m value, albeit still a bit higher than its upper
limit of 7,734 Å2. We have extended this ∆SASA analysis to
separately consider polar and apolar exposure changes in the
unfolding. Using the more accurate exposures obtained with
ProtSA for the unfolded ensembles of the proteins included in
the fit,75 new linear relationships between either polar or nonpolar ∆SASA and experimental m values have been obtained
(with R = 0.96 or 0.92, respectively, see Table S9 and Figure
S6b and S6c) which are analogous to those in Myers’ paper
(70). For the native conformation, both the polar (3,227 ± 635
Å2) and non-polar (7,218 ± 1,420 Å2) ΔSASAs calculated
from the m values using the updated relationships agree with
the ΔSASAs computed from the PDB file (2BMV): 2,977 ± 82
and 7,506 ± 81 Å2, respectively. For the all-atom-10 ensemble,
both the polar (2,856 ± 112 Å2) and apolar (5,796 ± 248 Å2)
ΔSASA computed from the all-atom-10 ensemble (Table S5)
are a bit higher than those obtained from the m value (1,743 ±
480 and 4,045 ± 1,114 Å2, respectively).
The near-UV CD spectra of some proteins contain peaks
characteristic of aromatic residues in asymmetric environments.76 The spectrum of native Hp apoFld displays two such
distinct peaks centered at 287 and 295 nm.51 The peaks disappear in the MG spectrum indicating that some tyrosine or,
more likely considering the wavelengths, tryptophan residues
are sensing a less defined environment in the MG than in the
native conformation.67 To assess whether the all-atom-10
ensemble captures the structural basis of this spectroscopic
observation we have computed the root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) of the three tyrosine (Tyr92, Tyr104 and
Tyr121) and two tryptophan (Trp64 and Trp155) residues in
native Hp apoFld and in the ensemble (Table S6). In the native
state both Trp64 and Trp155 display low RMSFs (0.69 and
0.80, respectively), with Tyr104 fluctuating more (0.90) and
Tyr92 (1.44) and Tyr121 (1.78) showing the greater fluctuations. In the all-atom-10 ensemble, the RMSFs of the tyrosines
are not much higher than in the native structure, but those of
the tryptophans are greatly increased (1.34 and 1.95, respectively) so that the five aromatic residues show comparable
RMSFs. The large increase in RMSF associated to the tryptophans in the all-atom-10 ensemble is consistent with the loss
of the native 287 and 295 nm peaks in the near-UV CD spectrum of the MG, and points to those residues as likely responsible for the indicated native peaks.
The 1H-NMR monodimensional spectrum of native Hp
apoFld contains several high field resonances that disappear in

the spectrum of the MG.51 Such resonances usually arise in
proteins from persistent interactions between methyl groups in
aliphatic residues and aromatic side chains, and are indicative
of a well-defined tertiary structure.66,77 We have assessed the
persistence of aromatic/methyl interactions in native Hp
apoFld and in the all-atom-10 ensemble by determining the
fraction of frames where a given (Phe, Tyr, Trp)/methyl interaction takes place along the different simulations (using a
distance cutoff of 4.5 Å, Table S7). A total of 976 pairwise
interactions between 11 Phe, 3 Tyr and 2 Trp aromatic residues on one hand and 18 Ala, 11 Ile, 8 Leu, 11 Thr and 13 Val
methyl-containing residues on the other have been analyzed.
While interactions involving Phe or Tyr residues tend to be
similarly persistent in the native structure and in the all-atom10 ensemble, those established by the two tryptophan side
chains markedly decrease in the ensemble. This is especially
noticeable in the case of Trp/(Ile, Val) contacts (Table S8),
and remarkable for the contacts between Trp155 and residues
Ile22, Ile49, Leu137 and Val159 which give rise to a strongly
persistent cluster in the native conformation (93-98 % persistence) that is hardly detected (0-12 % persistence) in the ensemble. Loss of persistent interactions between methyl groups
in aliphatic residues and tryptophan side chains is thus evident
in the all-atom-10 ensemble, which is consistent with the
reported absence of the native high field methyl-resonances in
the MG 1H-NMR spectrum.51
Attempts to Define a MG Ensemble Using Unbiased MD
Simulations to Follow Relaxation of the Native Conformation into the MG. Classical unbiased MD simulations are
increasingly used to explore protein conformational landscapes and to derive the structure of protein variants from the
corresponding wild type structures.78–81 A frequent way to
achieve this is to model an amino acid substitution in the wildtype structure and simulate the created variant, hoping to capture a structural relaxation that leads to and reveals its actual
conformation. To explore the feasibility of using MD simulations to likewise unveil the Hp apoFld MG conformation from
relaxation of the native structure dominant at pH 7, we have
performed atomistic MD simulations after having set the
charges of the ionizable residues to their expected values at pH
2 (MG). Two force field/water model combinations have been
tested. The first one, Charmm22 with CMAP correction/Tip3,
has been previously reported to capture well protein folding
energetics using short simulations but also to artifactually
compact unfolded conformations if the simulations are prolonged.79 The second one, Amber99SB-disp/Tip4p-d-disp,
does not capture equally well the folding energetics79 but does
not appear to over-compact unstructured conformations.79,82.
The protocol used to try to select representative MG ensembles from relaxation MD simulations carried out with either
combination of force field and water model is described in
Figure 4. For the first combination, five replicas of the native
conformation at pH 7 (a total of 15 µs) and five replicas of the
native conformation transferred to pH 2 (MG conditions; a
total of 19 µs)) were simulated (Figure 4a). Likewise, for the
second combination, five replicas for native (a total of 10 µs)
and five replicas for MG conditions (a total of 10 µs) were
simulated (Figure 4b). For each group of replicas, full metatrajectories were used to try to obtain representative MG ensembles.

Figure 4. General workflow used to filter MG ensembles from classical unbiased MD simulations. (a) Two-path scheme used for collecting
and evaluating MG ensembles from simulations run with the Charmm22/CMAP force field. The number of simulated replicas (cubic boxes), the simulation time run for each one, and the total time in the metatrajectories built from pH 7 and pH 2 simulations ar e indicated at
the left-hand side block of the scheme (unbiased productive MDs, also in (b)). The first path (top) followed to filter MG ensembles consisted of a sequence of three filtering steps including 2D-RMSD-based clustering, Φ values correlation and far-UV CD comparative analyses. The second path (bottom) discards the results of the clustering and performs filtering through Φ values correlation and far-UV CD
comparative analyses. A 10-conformation set (Charmm-10) resulted from this path, which was subsequently analyzed in order to assess the
representativeness of the selected ensemble (MG assessment). (b) One-path route followed to select and evaluate MG ensembles from
simulations run with the Amber99SB-disp force field. Three filtering steps, 2D-RMSD-based clustering, Φ-correlation and far-UV CD
comparative analyses, were implemented which led to a 10-conformation ensemble (Amber-10) that was assessed through the indicated
analyses (MG assessment). The figures and tables associated to the filtering carried out in (a) or (b) appear indicated. Φ-correlation thresholds are also indicated in the filters descriptions.

A first attempt to obtain the ensembles was done by performing 2D-RMSD-based clustering (see SI Materials and
Methods). The clustering aimed to identify exclusive (not
present in the native metatrajectory), recurrent (repeatedly
appearing) or sustained (0.5 or more µs of continuous presence) conformational clusters. Three such clusters were identified in the Charmm22/CMAP metatrajectory (Figure S8a), but
none in the Amber99SB-disp one (Figure S7b). The three
clusters identified were refined (see scheme in Figure 4a) to
retain only conformations exhibiting experimental versus
calculated Φ values correlations ≥0.5 (76 conformations were
extracted, Table S10). Regardless of cluster of origin, the
helical content in the filtered conformations was unrealistical-

ly high (>40 %, see Table S11) compared to that in the MG
(Figure S8a-c) and even to that in native Hp apoFld (Table
S11). Consistent with this high helical content, the average
increase in Rh relative to that of the native conformation (7.0 ±
0.2 %) is clearly below the experimental observation (9.6 %,
Table S12), and the calculated average ΔSASA of 9,105 (±33)
Å2 (Table S5) is above that calculated from the urea m value
(6,065 ± 1,669). Related to the lack of high-field resonances in
the MG 1H-NMR spectrum, these ensembles capture that the
interactions between tryptophan side chains and methyl groups
from Ile and Val residues are less persistent than in the native
conformation (particularly evident in clusters C5 and C58, see
Table S13). However, they do not capture a clear increase in

the fluctuations of the tryptophan residues (see RMSF values
in Table S14) that could explain the observed loss of the native near-UV CD peaks in the MG spectrum. Overall, these
ensembles constitute poor recapitulations of the known structural and spectroscopic features of the Hp apoFld MG.
As the dominant clusters identified in the
Charmm22/CMAP metatrajectory (Figure S7a) did not lead to
a realistic MG ensemble, and as no dominant clusters were
identified in the Amber99SB-disp metatrajectory (Figure S7b),
a second more stringent selection was done to try to identify
representative MG ensembles by focusing on the properties of
the
individual
conformations.
Thus,
from
the
Charmm22/CMAP pH 2 metatrajectory, a reduced 10conformation ensemble (Charmm-10, Table S10) was obtained encompassing the conformations exhibiting ≥0.6 experimental vs. calculated Φ correlations (Figure S9 a) and the
lowest experimental vs. calculated RMSD of CD spectra (Figure S8d). This Charmm-10 ensemble exhibits an average
helical content of 41 % (Table S11) that, albeit a bit lower
than that in the persistent clusters analysed above, still exceeds
the content calculated for the native conformation (33 %,
Table S11). The fractions of native residues initially present in
the native α-helices and β-strands that are retained in the corresponding structural elements present in this ensemble (Figure S10a) are quite high and, in addition, longer and new
helices are formed in a non-transient manner (not shown) in
these simulations. On the other hand, the R h increase in this
ensemble (7.6 ± 0.6 %) is clearly below the experimental
observation (Table S12). The Charmm-10 ensemble, as those
obtained above from cluster analysis of the same trajectories,
also constitutes a poor representation of the MG. It is possible
that the high helical content of the conformations in the
Charmm22/CMAP metatrajectory is related to the reported
fact that this force field tends to overcompact (partially) unfolded conformations (73, 76).
Finally, to try to extract a representative MG ensemble
from the Amber99SB-disp simulations, 69 conformations
(Amber-69 ensemble) exhibiting Φ correlations (experimental
vs. calculated) ≥0.6 (Table S10 and Figures 4b and S9 b) were
identified, from which those 10 exhibiting the higher correlations between their calculated far-UV CD spectra and the
experimental one (lowest RMSD) were selected (Table S10
and Figure S11). This MG ensemble (Amber-10) exhibits an
average helical content of 25 (±2.5) % (Table S11), which is
below that of the native conformation (33 %) but still doubles
the amount calculated for the all-atom-10 BMD ensemble
(Table S3). Besides, the fractions of retained residues in αhelices and β-strands (Figure S10b) are still high compared to
those calculated for the BMD all-atom-10 ensemble and hardly match the qualitative MG model obtained from the Φanalysis alone (Figure 1d). The calculated average Rh increase
in the Amber-10 ensemble (11.0 ± 1.1 %, Table S15) is above
the experimental one (9.6 %). This force field, that was designed to avoid overcompacting (partially) unfolded conformations, appears to allow for an excessive expansion in this
particular case. Average SASAs for the Amber-10 ensemble
are shown in Table S5. Its average unfolding ΔSASA of 8,192
(±336) Å2 is slightly larger than the upper limit calculated
from the m value (7,734 Å2). The ensemble cannot offer a
reason for the observed loss of native near-UV CD signals in
the MG because the RMSFs of the tryptophan and tyrosine
residues are similar in either conformation (Table S16). However, the ensemble does capture the debilitation of Trp/methyl

interactions (Table S17) associated to the disappearance of
high field peaks in the 1H-NMR spectra. Thus, while the Amber-10 ensemble offers a better representation of the MG than
the Charmm-10 ensemble, both are clearly surpassed by the
all-atom-10 ensemble obtained from BMD simulations. The
10 conformations of the all-atom-10 ensemble are shown
superimposed in Figure 5b, where they are compared with
other apoflavodoxin conformations.
DISCUSSION
General Destabilization of Native Interactions in the MG.
Comparison of the WT Hp apoFld conformational stability at
pH 7 and pH 2 in buffers of similar ionic strength indicates the
MG is far less stable than the native conformation (0.9 versus
7.9 kcal/mol, Table S1), pointing to a severe weakening of
native interactions in the MG that is not compensated by formation of similarly stabilizing non-native ones. As the only
chemical difference between the pH 7 and pH 2 polypeptides
is the protonation state of some ionizable residues, the stability
difference between the native and MG conformations has to be
related to electrostatic interactions. Hp apoFld is a highly
acidic protein with an excess of acidic residues over basic ones
(28 versus 17). This electrostatic imbalance, common to other
apoflavodoxins, has provided a means to stabilize the native
conformation by replacing acidic residues by neutral or basic
ones.83 On the other hand, it determines that, as the pH is
lowered from 7 to 5, the electrostatic repulsion is reduced and
the stability of the native conformation increases. For Anabaena PCC7119 apoflavodoxin, further reduction of pH to the
isoelectric point (4.2) drastically lowers its aqueous
solubility,52 but at lower pHs, e.g. at pH 2, the protein aqueous
solubility is recovered and a soluble MG conformation emerges. Unfortunately, this Anabaena MG is not amenable to thorough thermodynamic characterization due to its oligomeric
nature.52 In contrast, Hp apoFld, whose stability as a function
of pH follows a very similar trend, adopts at pH 2 a monomeric MG conformation (49) the stability of which can be determined accurately by chemical denaturation and LEM analysis
.84,85 The electrostatic imbalance of apoflavodoxins below the
isoelectric point is characterized by a smaller net charge than
at neutral pH, but also by an absence of stabilizing
charge/charge interactions, as all the acidic residues are presumably neutralized. The low conformational stability of the
Hp apoFld MG (Table S1, Figures S1 and S2) indicates that
this particular combination of less electrostatic repulsions with
less attractive interactions arising at pH 2 is highly detrimental
for the stability of the native conformation, which relaxes to
the partially unfolded MG, itself not very stable.
To probe the structure of the MG by equilibrium Φanalysis, 55 mutations consisting in shortenings of wild-type
residues (Table 1) have been designed as cleanly and specifically as possible. For those mutations to be useful to perform a
Φ-analysis, large stability changes relative to native WT are
desired. The mutations selected do their job (Figure 1) as their
average destabilization of the native conformation is large (1.6
± 1.4 kcal/mol). At the same time, they confirm the MG is
severely destabilized in a rather general manner, as their average effect on MG stability is small (0.0 ± 0.3 kcal/mol). Only
5 mutations destabilize the MG by more than 0.4 kcal/mol and
only 5 others increase the stability by at least that same
amount. Out of these 10 mutations exerting a strong effect on
MG stability, as many as 8 are located in the N-terminal half

of the sequence (Figure 1). From the analysis of the 55 variants, 45 reliable Φ values have been calculated, which fall in
two categories: 32 mutations displaying canonical Φ values
from 0 to 1 that report on the debilitation of native interactions
in MG, and 13 mutations displaying either negative Φ values
(11 cases) or very large ones (2 cases), which are indicative of
the engagement of the mutated side chains in non-native interactions in the MG. In general, the canonical Φ values obtained
along the structure are quite low (0.1 ± 0.1, mean ± SD, or
0.32 ± 0.04 if the zero Φ values are excluded). The only five Φ
values > 0.2 concentrate in the N-terminal half of the sequence
(Figure 1a and 1b).
A detailed structural interpretation of the 32 canonical
and 13 non-canonical but reliable Φ values is presented in the
Supplementary Information, where a schematic structure of
the MG is proposed. The structure (Figure 1d) captures the
greater persistence of native-like but highly debilitated interactions in the N-terminal half of the MG and suggests that the
three layers (α/β/α) of the native conformation persist in a
greatly debilitated form that is stabilized by a combination of
native and non-native interactions. To obtain an atomistic
structural model of the MG ensemble that can be validated
against the structural and spectroscopic experimental properties, both biased and classical MD simulations have been
performed.
Structural Model of the MG. BMD simulations have been
performed using a reaction coordinate based on the multiple
experimental Φ values, which has transformed native Hp
apoFld into an ensemble of conformations representative of
the MG. On the other hand, unbiased µs-long explicit-solvent
MD simulations have been run to allow native Hp apoFld
(PBD ID 2BMV) to evolve after having been "transferred" to
pH 2 conditions. In either approach, observable properties
(far-UV CD spectrum, hydrodynamic radius, change in SASA
upon unfolding, and fluctuations near aromatic or aliphatic
residues) have been calculated for the ensembles obtained,
which have been compared with the corresponding experimental values. The best correspondence between experimentally determined observables and calculated values or features
in the modelled ensembles has been obtained using the BMD
approach termed all-atom, wherein the computed Φ values
used to bias native Hp apoFld account for all atoms of the
concerned residues (see SI Materials and Methods). An
almost perfect agreement between experimental and calculated
Φ values has been obtained for the last ns of the 21 all-atom
replica trajectories (Figure 2), from which an ensemble representative of the MG has been obtained and further refined to
encompass the 10 structures that best match the experimental
far-UV CD spectrum (all-atom-10 ensemble). The CD signal
at 222 nm calculated for this refined ensemble (Figure 3d) is
1.11 times that of the experimental MG spectrum, which is
similar to the 1.16 ratio obtained for the calculated and experimental CD signals of the native conformation at the same
wavelength. The expansion of the Hp apoFld MG (Rh 9.6 %
larger than that of the native conformation) is reasonably well
captured by the ensemble (8.4 ± 0.3 % larger Rh, see Table
S4). This MG expansion is also reflected in the experimental
unfolding ΔSASA (6,065 ± 1,665 Å2), which is much lower

than that of the native conformation (11,203 ± 2,205 Å2). The
calculated ΔSASA of the refined ensemble is a bit higher
(8,652 ± 298 Å2) than the experimental ΔSASA, which may
indicate the ensemble is a bit more compact than the actual
MG. The all-atom ensemble is also consistent with the experimental observation of loss of the native near-UV CD peaks at
287 and 295 nm in the MG. Moreover, it is also consistent
with the disappearance of the native 1H-NMR high field methyl resonances (71). Detailed structural analysis of the ensemble points to a higher fluctuation of Trp64 and Trp155
(Table S6) and to loss of persistent Trp/(Ile, Val) contacts
(Table S7) −particularly those of the cluster formed between
Trp155 and residues Ile22, Ile49, Leu137 and Val159− as
involved in the observed spectral changes. Overall, based on
the good correspondence between the average values of the
observables calculated from the conformations of this ensemble and the corresponding experimentally determined values
of the MG, we propose the all-atom-10 ensemble (Figure 5b)
as a structural model of the Hp apoFld MG. The coordinates of
the 10 structures constituting the ensemble have been deposited in the PDB-Dev database86 with accession code
PDBDEV_00000112.
Attempts have also been carried out to arrive to a realistic
MG ensemble using classical, unbiased MD simulations. The
rationale for this is that, upon transfer to pH 2 simulation
conditions, the native structure might relax in a reasonable
simulation time into the MG conformation, driven by force
fields like those used for simulating native structures. However, simulation of Hp apoFld at pH 2 using Charmm22/CMAP
has consistently led to overcompacted conformations with
unrealistically high helical content (Figure S9). This may be
related to previous observations that this force field tends to
overcompact unfolded conformations.79,82 It seems, therefore,
that simulation of the expanded MG with this force field also
suffers from this caveat. On the other hand, similar unbiased
MD simulation using AmberSB99-disp (a force field designed
to avoid the compaction of unfolded structures)82 has not led to
an over compacted ensemble but rather to an over expanded
one (Table S15), which still displays an elevated helical content (Table S11 and Figure S10b). Moreover, while the calculated average ΔSASA obtained is not far from the experimental one (Table 2) and the debilitation of methyl/Trp interactions is captured (Table S17), the fluctuation of tryptophans
in the ensemble is similar to that observed in the native structure (Table S16), which does not explain the loss of near-UV
CD signal in the MG. Whether the differences between calculated observables for the Charmm22/CMAP- or AmberSB99disp-derived ensembles and the experimental MG values
should be attributed to insufficient simulation time or to intrinsic limitations of these force fields for simulating partially
unfolded conformations is not clear at present. Whatever the
case, biased MD simulations based on experimental Φ values
have provided a satisfactory ensemble (Figure 5b) that recapitulates the known properties of the Hp apoFld MG. It is
possible that the approach developed here could also be used
to analyse the conformational ensembles of the molten globule-like IDPs and IDP regions,5,6 constituting up to 40 % of the
human proteome.

Figure 5. MG ensemble of Hp apoFld. Comparison with the native conformation and with the equilibrium intermediate ensemble of the
homologous apoFld from Anabaena PCC7119. (a) Ten-conformer ensemble of native Hp apoFld, PDB ID 2BMV.49 The conformers were
selected (every 0.1 ns) from the final nanosecond of the equilibration step run before the BMD productive simulations. (b) Integrative
model of the Hp apoFld molten globule (PDBDEV_00000112) consisting of the 10 structures (all-atom-10; selected from the BMD allatom ensemble) that best match the far-UV CD spectrum, Rh, and other structural and spectroscopic experimental features of the MG
conformation at pH 2. Given the structural variability of the 10 conformers selected and for greater visual clarity, the structural alignment
was performed on the first 50 amino acid residues of the sequence, as the N-terminal region of the MG appears to display a more homogeneous structure than the C-terminal one. (c) Experimental ensemble (solution NMR, 20 conformers) of the Anabaena PCC7119 apoFld
equilibrium intermediate accumulating in thermal unfolding (PDB ID 2KQU).87 To facilitate visual comparison of the three structural
ensembles depicted (native (a), MG (b) and thermal intermediate (c)), the same secondary structure elements α1 and β2 are indicated in the
corresponding panel.

The Molten Globule and the Other Non-Native Conformations in the Apoflavodoxin Landscape. Flavodoxins have
been used over the years to investigate protein conformational
plasticity and a number of non-native conformations (i.e.
molten globules, equilibrium intermediates, kinetic intermediates and transition states of folding) have been found and
described in different detail, mainly in the flavodoxins from
Hp, Anabaena PCC711988 and Azotobacter vinelandii.89 Such
wealth of non-native conformations, which is not exclusive of
the flavodoxin family, raises questions such as whether equilibrium intermediates correspond with the intermediates transiently found during the folding reaction or, more specifically,
whether equilibrium MGs and kinetic MGs are the same thing,
as it has been proposed for other proteins.22,23 The ensemble
model of the equilibrium Hp apoFld MG here obtained can
shed some light on this important question, so we will briefly
compare its tridimensional structure with what is structurally
known of other non-native apoflavodoxin conformations.
The best known non-native apoflavodoxin conformation
is the equilibrium intermediate accumulating in the thermal
unfolding of Anabaena apoFld (Figure 5c), which has been
characterized in great detail by equilibrium Φ-analysis,55 NMR
and SAXS,90 and classical MD simulations.91 In this intermediate, which contains a large natively folded moiety exhibiting
native-like energetics, the three characteristic flavodoxin layers (αβα) are formed, all secondary structure elements but β5b
are present, and the precise side chain packing in the hydrophobic clusters established at the layers interfaces are essentially preserved. Analogous conformations have been described in equilibrium studies for Hp (the lower temperature
equilibrium intermediate in 92) and for A. vinelandii (PUF2
and PUF3 in 93) apoflavodoxins. The MG here studied (Figure
5b) greatly differs in both extent of native structure and ener-

getics from the Anabaena thermal intermediate (Figure 5c).
The two conformations only appear to share a tendency to
loop disordering and to a greater debilitation of persisting β
strands at their C-termini and of persisting α-helices at their Ntermini. Limited data available on a more thermostable Hp
thermal intermediate92 and on additional A vinelandii PUFs93
also suggest they are not related to the MG.
In the folding reaction of the Anabaena and A. vinelandii
apoflavodoxins transient kinetic intermediates have been detected whose similarities and differences have been
discussed.88,89 The A. vinelandii off-pathway kinetic intermediate has been identified with an intermediate that accumulates
in the Gu-HCl chemical unfolding of the native protein.94
Extensive characterization indicates that this intermediate
lacks a central β-sheet and its core is formed by non-native
packing of helical regions,95 which is most dissimilar to the
MG here studied. Finally, for Anabaena apoFld, the transition
state of the folding reaction has been characterized in some
detail by classic kinetic Φ-analysis and a schematic structure
has been proposed.96 The transition state displays relatively
high Φ values and its schematic structure describes a folding
nucleus formed by packing of helices α3, α4 and α5 onto
strands β3 and β4, which does not correspond either with the
schematic structure of the MG (Figure 1d).
Thus, the tridimensional structure of the Hp apoFld MG
here obtained appears to differ from the native structure (Figure 5a) and from any other partially unfolded conformation
(either thermal intermediate, kinetic intermediate or transition
state) previously characterized in structurally related longchain flavodoxins. Overall, the structural information available
suggests that, when exposed to similar solution conditions,
structurally related apoflavodoxins might populate analogous

non-native conformations, but it also indicates that those nonnative conformations do not need to resemble one another. As
this may also be the case for other proteins, the hope that the
structure and energetics of MG-like kinetic intermediates can
be inferred in a general way from the analysis of MGs at equilibrium seems questionable, as it may depend on the protein
studied and cannot be anticipated. The apoflavodoxin case
strongly argues that structural information of the highest resolution possible has to be obtained and compared before any
two partially unfolded conformations of a protein arising upon
dissimilar perturbations of the energy landscape can be
claimed to be equivalent.
CONCLUSIONS
At present, BMD simulation guided by experimentally determined Φ values seems a valuable approach to obtain realistic
ensembles with atomic resolution representing elusive protein
conformations such as equilibrium MGs. Classical unbiased
relaxation MD simulations may not be equally successful for
this task yet, but sustained progress in force fields, water models and simulation techniques might soon fill the gap. The
atomistic ensemble model of a MG presented here may help to
better understand the energetics of this long puzzling protein
conformation. The methodology developed could be used to
analyse the structure of IDPs that exhibit molten globule characteristics.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental Part. To probe the 164-residue Hp apoFld MG
structure, 52 residues have been mutated to shorter ones, usually alanines (Table 1). Where appropriate or needed, other
shortenings were done (e.g. Tyr to Phe, Ile to Val, or Ala to
Gly) that in no case introduced side chain branching not present in the wild-type residue. For two residues (Thr95 and
Thr148), two and three alternative shortenings, respectively,
were introduced. A total of 55 mutants have been analysed. In
each mutant, hydrogen bonds and/or van der Waals interactions formed between different secondary structure elements
packed in the native apoflavodoxin structure have been removed. The materials used and procedures followed for the
site-directed
mutagenesis,
protein
expression
and
purification,97,98 as well as for the measurements of the conformational stability of wild-type and mutant apoflavodoxins
at pH 2 and at pH 7 are detailed in the Supplementary Materials and Methods (Supplementary Information).
Modeling of Hp apoFld MG and analyses. The HQBM
module with the reaction coordinate RC356,57 implemented in
the CHARMM package (v.44b2)64,65 was used to perform the
BMD simulations, whereas for the unbiased (all-atom explicitsolvent) MD simulations the GROMACS package (v.2018)99
was used under the force-field/water-model pairs of either the
Charmm22 with CMAP correction (version 2.0)100 plus
Tip3p101 or the Amber99SB-disp plus Tip4p-d-disp.82 The
remaining relevant details on the implementation of these two
modeling approaches and the analyses performed on the simulated trajectories and the selected ensembles of conformations
are also summarised in the Supplementary Materials and
Methods (Supplementary Information).
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